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Net Loss For The Week $122
Year To Date Total Returns $6854
Over 68% Returns
Open Positions:
Funds in Use $1230
15 CTL AUGUST 19.50 CALLS @ 0.24
10 CTL AUGUST 19.50 CALLS @ 0.35 AVG. $ .284
6 BOX AUGUST 25 CALLS @ 0.60
4 BOX AUGUST 26 CALLS @ 0.40
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Investing Trade Alerts
Charles Moskowitz Discussion
SUMMERTIME TRADING
Week 31 recorded a small loss of $122 bringing YTD gains to $6,854. It was a quiet week for us
because I was unsettled in my directional bias, and I generally keep position size and activity low. We
did add to both out CTL position (8/19.50 calls) and also added to the BOX position by buying 8/26
calls to add to the 8/25 position. We have minimal exposure with only $1,230 funds in use.
It was a great week for AAPL, but the cross-currents in the other sectors kept the market at odds
within the different groups. Energy weakened and the GLD trade was a loser as the US$ rallied again.
Financials were a good participant again and the biggest returns were in the Bio Pharma names. Bio
Pharma is sometimes defensive, but the move into this group was coupled with good news on both
finances, earnings, and breakthroughs.
On the Sunday morning shows it was pointed out that as far as reliability of his word, Trump gets a
zero, and unfortunately his people have turned to being “explainers and apologists.” The rest of the
world knows (or should by now) that what he says may not have any relationship to the truth and is
subject to change at any time. This is neither good news short term, nor for the long view.
All week the market internals were never really very positive or negative, adding more to the summer
style of trading. Volume remained light with the exception of those companies that had either
dramatically good or bad news. This is the typical when everyone takes a couple of days off on any
given week to spend time at any of the beaches from N.J. to Maine. The A.A.I.I. numbers continue
toward the bearish side with a heavy dose of “I don’t really know” neutral. The bulls have been
whittled down to below 30 while the bears are just slightly elevated. Again, a typical summer market.
We will continue to stay on the light side and look for the ones that are near support and find some of
the forgotten names that tend to spring to life as the summer ends. It’s really not so far down the road
when you see “back to school” ads on TV. CAM

Investing Trade Alerts Summary
$10,000 Trading Account Trade Table
DATE

TRADES

PRICE

COST PROCEEDS

RESULTS

08/03

Bought 10 CTL August 19.50 Calls

0.35

350

08/02

( Average price is ( 0.284 )
Bought 4 BOX August 26 Calls

0.40

160

08/01

Sold 6 GLD August 117 Calls

0.31

186

186 Loss

08/01

( 50% Loss Rule)
Sold 6 MRO August 21 Calls

0.64

384

12 Loss

08/01

Sold 4 MRO August 21 Calls

0.64

256

76 Gain
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07/31

Bought 6 GLD August 117 Calls

0.62

372

07/31

Bought 6 BOX August 25 Calls

0.60

360

07/30

Bought 15 CTL August 19.50 Calls

0.24

360

07/18

Bought 4 MRO August 21 Calls

0.45

180

07/17

Bought 6 MRO August 21 Calls

0.66

396

3rd Week expiration when the month is listed without a date
Previous closed out trades not listed here may be seen in previous market letters in the
VIP Subscribers Members Area.

Remember, these trades are based on your participation in the
Subscriber Members TEXTING SERVICE
TO RECEIVE ALL UPDATES.
This is a Sample of the Information Our
Where To Invest Now
Market Strategies Newsletter

Members Get
You Don’t Need To Learn Any Trading Skills Or
Do Any Time Consuming Analysis and Tracking
+++ We DO IT ALL FOR YOU! +++

Proven Trading Success
TRADE LIKE THIS:
175% Profits on SPY Puts in 3 Days
57% Profits on JBLU Calls in 8 Days
100% Profits on SPY Puts in 1 Day
163% Profits on SPY Calls in 2 Days
20% Profits on AGQ Calls in 15 Days
89% Profits on SPY Calls in 1 Day
130% Profits on GS Calls in 9 Days
217% Profits on XOM Calls in 9 Days
105% Profits on XOM Calls in 3 Days
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117% Profits on GLD Calls in 3 days
62% Profits on XOM Calls in 20 days
50% Profits on PFE Calls in 2 Days
31% Profits TWTR Calls in 2 Days
316% Profits on MOS Calls in 13 Days
87% Profits on AMZN Calls in 2 Days
96% Profits on K Calls in 17 Days
16% Profits on HOG Calls in 8 Days
163% Profits on SJM Calls in 23 Days
102% Profits on AMBA Calls in 7 days
250% Profits on WTW Calls in 1 Day
128% Profits on WTW Calls in 1 Day
148% Profits on NVDA Puts in 2 Days
See all trades in past newsletter issues.

Remember, these trades are based on your participation in the
Subscriber Members TEXTING SERVICE.
New Trades Will Be TEXTED To MEMBERS

For Free Where To Invest Your Money Now
High Return Investments Trade Alerts
Go To: PrincetonResearch.com/alerts.htm
SPECIAL RATES Available for VIP MEMBERSHIP
Get the lowest full membership rates available.
NOTE: This is a Sample Issue Only!
TO GET OUR TRADE ALERTS BY TEXT MESSAGE AND
THE COMPLETE VIP MEMBERS ONLY MARKET STRATEGIES NEWSLETTER ISSUES
Visit: PrincetonResearch.com/join.htm

Follow Our Marketed Weathered,
Time Tested Trading Rules That
PROTECT YOUR CAPITAL And SECURE PROFITS
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Now you can profit from investing trade alerts from our traders with over 75 combined years
of successful investing experience.


Make Money In Up Or Down Markets -- Our trading alerts balanced investing
strategies are designed and proven to make money in up or down markets.





Done For You - All the stock options picking, research and trading analysis is done for

subscribers. This is not a ‘class’ or a ‘training course’… this is us doing ALL the work… from
research to sending you a text on what to trade, along with recommended amounts…

SAFETY - We strictly follow our Tested, Market Weathered Trading Rules that are proven
time and time again to protect our (and now your) investment capital from losses while
effectively allowing us to Keep The Profits We Make.
So even though we trade options to get the profits you see above -- We can do it with minimal
risk and Maximum Profit Potential.

You Don’t Need To Learn Any Trading Skills Or
Do Any Time Consuming Analysis and Tracking
+++ We DO IT ALL FOR YOU! +++
We tell you where, when and how much to trade and you get to sit back and enjoy the rewards!
The specific buy and sell trading alerts are sent directly to you by e-mail and text message. So you
can get in on and cash out on our winning trades fast and at the right time.
Get Started with Any Amount - Follow our recommended trading guidelines for a $10,000 portfolio or
invest more or invest less -- Whatever you are comfortable with. Your investment is protected
because Time Tested Trading Rules PROTECT YOUR CAPITAL And KEEP YOUR PROFITS.

Join Us Today.
Lock in the Lowest Membership Rates Available HERE
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The Market Investing Strategies Newsletter
Full Members Only Edition
Our Where To Invest Now For Profits In Up or Down Markets Newsletter is more compact,
informative, effective and quicker to read then the major, big name publications. AND there are NO
ADS to wade through.
The Members Edition Newsletter is sent to you by e-mail Monday Mornings and available in the
Members Area along with our archive of past issues.

SPECIAL RATES Available for VIP MEMBERSHIP
Get the lowest full membership rates available.

MARKET LABORATORY – WEEKLY CHANGES
Prices are copied from Barron's Weekly and Yahoo Finance and may be incorrect.
Dow
25,462.58.
+11.52
+0.05%

Nasdaq
7812.01
+74.60
+0.96%

S&P 500
2840.35
+21.53
+0.76%

Transportation
11,096.97
+139.79
+1.28%

Russell 2000
1673.37
+10.03
+0.60%

Nasdaq100
7395.49
+98.71
+1.35%

Gold (Aug)
1214.20
-8.40
-0.7%

Silver Sept
15.49
-0.056
-0.4%

Crude Sept
68.49
-0.20
-0.3%

Heating Oil
2.1594
-0.0550
+2.6%

Unleaded
Gas
2.1128
+0.0785
+3.8%

Natural Gas
2.758
+0.046
+0.2%

VIX
13.03
+0.17
+1.4%

Put/Call Ratios
S&P 100
80/100’s
-45/100’s

Put/Call Ratios
CBOE Equity
62/100’s
-2/100’s

Bonds
142-31 +0-01
3.09% -0.001%

10 Yr. Note
120-11+03
2.96%-0.01%

Copper Sept
2.8020
+0.0460
+1.7%

CRB Inflation
Index
193.23
-0.93
-0.1%

Barron’s*
Confidence
79.7
-1.8

S&P100
1257.19
+13.36
+1.07%

5 YR Note
113-205
+0.03
2.82%-0.02%

Dollar
95.16
+0.48
+0.5%

DJ Utilities
728.81
+7.21
+1.00%
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AAII
Confidence
Index

Bullish
29.1%
-2.4%

Bearish
32.1%
+5.2%

Neutral
38.8%
-2.8%

M1 Money
Supply
+ 3.54%

M2 Money
Supply
+3.93%

Average

38.4%

30.30%

30.96%

July 23rd

July 23rd

* Component Change in the Confidence Index
M1...all money in hands of the public, Time Deposits Traveler's Checks, Demand Deposits
M2.. adds Savings and Money Market Accounts both compared with the previous year.

Market Strategies Technical Information
SUPPORT
S&P 500
NASDAQ (QQQ)
Trans
DOW
TLT

2795
176.80
108.30
24,980
118.05
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$100,000 Trading Portfolio Stock Positions and Trades
Each stock is allocated a theoretical $ 5,000 share of the portfolio unless otherwise indicated.
Symbol

ARNC 300
HMY 1500
GLYC 300
HMY 1500
BOX 300
CTL
200
INCY
50
CTL
300
HL
500
GSAT 1500
SLV
300
AGQ 150
NUGT 75
RWM 100
MOS 200
EYES 500
EYES 1000
TWTR 200
HL
500
SAN
600
REPR* 5000

Purchase
Price

Purchase
Date

19.19
1.61
17.38
1.89
22.61
16.61
100.63
18.54
5.72
2.30
15.78
40.39
35.68
50.60
27.53
5.04
6.49
28.51
3.95
8.40
0.22

07/24
07/02
05/22
05/10
04/23
02/06
01/08
10/20
06/01
05/18
05/15
04/07
03/13
11/21
05/02
04/04
12/28
10/28
05/03
12/16
10/22/12

Stop/Loss

Price/Date
Offset

Profit/
(Loss)

Recommendations will be both listed in this letter and texted to members.
Previous closed out stock and option positions can be found in past Market Strategies Newsletter issues available in
the VIP Subscribers Members Area.

For those of you who do not buy puts to protect your portfolio, there are many ETF's that are the
inverse of the DOW. The symbols are DOG, DXD, SDS,TZA and RWM, which go up when the
DOW, S&P 500 and Russell 2000 go down and down when they go up. The DZZ goes up double
when gold goes down.

Market Strategies $100,000 Trading Account
There were three closed options positions last week. The MRO August 21 Calls bought July 18 th and
sold Aug 1st gained $ 152, while the GLD Calls bought July 31st were stopped out immediately on
August 1st on the 50% Loss Rule losing $ 372. The other MRO trade bought July 17th and sold Aug
1st lost $ 24. T
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The Stock table has the following 20 positions: ARNC, BOX, CTL ( 2 ),EYES ( 2 ), GLYC, GSAT, HL(
2 ), HMY ( 2 ), INCY, MOS, NUGT, REPR, RWM, SAN, SLV and TWTR. The 93,308.00. The
options call for a $ 2,500 investment unless otherwise stated; each stock position requires $5,000
unless otherwise mentioned specifically. Money management is based on a hypothetical $ 5000.00
for each stock trade unless otherwise posted. For the YEAR 2017 and 2018 TO DATE the $100,000
Account has had 127 closed out trades this year between stocks, options and covered writes versus
stock positions with 80 profitable or +63%.
Going back to the beginning of 2017; of the former closed positions, 207 were gains and 121 were
losses. Gains- to-date decreased $ 9,672.00 to $74,663.00. This number does not take into
consideration commissions or open position gains or losses. If you subtract the open position loss of
$ 11,564.00 from the profits taken of $ 84,725.00, leaves a hypothetical gain of $ 73,161.00 for the
last year plus the first thirty weeks of the new- year.
The trading is hypothetical and we do not count commission costs.
Executions that have occurred at or near the open or close of trading sometimes vary from our actual
numbers. For example, when something opens down and it is through our price, we take the next
trade whether it is an uptick or continues lower. This sometimes results in a 50% trade that is slightly
above or below the exact number.

Previous Week’s Recommendations and
Rules for the Market Strategies
$100,000 Portfolio Trading Account
 All options count for about $ 2,500.00 for model portfolio calculations unless

otherwise stated
 When the option has doubled sell half the position
 Stop Loss protection is either half or offered with each trade
 The cost of the option is the asking price (or the price between the bid and ask,

whichever is more realistic)
 The options will be followed until closed out.
 Option Symbols are stock symbol with expiration month and strike price

Option

Cost

Date

BOX August 26 Calls
8 lots

0.40

08/02/18

BOX August 25 Calls
12 lots

0.60

07/31/18
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Profit/
(Loss)

CTL August 19.50
Calls
30 lots
GLD August 117 Calls
12 lots

0.38

07/30/18

0.62

07/31/18

0.31

08/01/18

( $ 372 )

MRO August 21 Calls
8 lots

0.45

07/18/18

0.64

08/01/18

$ 152

MRO August 21 Calls
12 lots

0.66

07/17/18

0.64

08/01/18

( $ 24 )

Recommendations will be both listed in this letter and texted to members.
Previous closed out stock and option positions can be found in past Market Strategies
Newsletter issues available in the VIP Subscribers Members Area.
Open Positions

Funds Required

07/30 Long 30 CTL August 19.50 Calls @ 0.24
08/03 Long 20 CTL August 19.50 Calls @ 0.35
07/31 Long 12 BOX August 25 Calls @ 0.60
08/02 Long 8 BOX August 26 Calls @ 0.40
Total Funds in Use

$ 720
$ 700 * Average 0.284
$ 720
$ 320
$ 2,460

This Weeks' Economic Numbers
Earnings Releases and Media Data
Before the Open on top of the Row;
After the close below the Economics Information

MONDAY

Boise Cascade BCC ( 1.08 vs 0.57 ) Cardinal Health CAH ( 0.93 vs 1.31 ) Cooper Tire CTB
( 0.26 vs 0.85 )Henry Schein HSIC ( 1.01 vs 1.75 ) Jacobs JEC ( 1.21 vs 0.79 ) Newell Brands
NWL ( 0.78 vs 0.87 ) Sempra Energy SRE ( 1.18 vs 1.10 ) Travel Centers of America
TA ( 0.21 vs -0.08 ) Tyson Foods TSN ( 1.36 vs 1.28 ) Vistra Energy VST ( 0.34 )
Germany reports manufacturing orders for June expected to be + 3.2% year-to-year down
from +4.4% in May

TUESDAY

American Vanguard AVD ( 0.17 vs 0.15 ) Andeavor ANDV ( 2.98 vs 0.31 ) Brighthouse
Financial BHF ( 1.99 ) Brookdale Senior Living BKD ( -0.20 vs -0.25 ) Diplomat Pharmacy
DPLO ( 0.23 vs 0.25 ) Envision Healthcare EVHC ( 0.87 vs 0.85 ) Marriott MAR ( 1.38 vs 1.13
) Mosaic MOS ( 0.38 vs 0.29 ) National General NGHC ( 0.53 vs 0.11 ) Tenet Healthcare THC
( 0.23 vs -0.17 ) Zillow ZG ( 0.10 vs 0.04 ) Zogenix ZGNX ( -0.88 vs -0.90 )
Aecom Tech ACM ( 0.64 vs 0.78 ) AES AES ( 0.28 vs 0.25 ) Aramark ARMK ( 0.48 vs 0.40 )
Armstrong AFI ( 0.30 vs 0.26 ) Bausch Health BHC ( 0.80 vs -0.11 ) Broadridge Financial
BR ( 1.87 vs 1.71 ) Core-Mark CORE 0.29 vs 0.21 Dean Foods DF 0.15 vs 0.21 Dentsply
Sirona XRAY ( 0.59 vs 0.65 ) Denbury Resources DNR ( 0.11 vs 0.00 ) Discovery DISCA
0.86 vs 0.68 Expeditors EXPD ( 0.78 vs 0.60 ) Office Depot ODP ( 0.03 vs 0.06 ) Owens &
Minor OMI ( 0.46 vs 0.43 ) PPL Corp PPL ( 0.54 vs 0.52 ) Zebra Tech ZBRA ( 2.23 vs 1.51 )
Germany releases its Industrial Production numbers for June

10:00 hrs Jolts – Job Openings June ( NA vs 6.638 Mln )
15:00 hrs Consumer Credit June ( $ 15.5Bln vs $24.6Bln )

Assurant AIZ ( 1.75 vs 1.63 ) Avis Budget CAR ( 0.57 vs 0.30 ) Beacon Roofing BECN ( 1.31
vs 0.84 ) Builders Firstsource BLDR ( 0.54 vs 0.48 ) Continental Resources CLR ( 0.71 vs
0.00 ) DCP ( 0.17 vs 0.33 ) Delek DK ( 1.10 vs -0.40 ) DXC Tech ( 1.76 ) Host Hotels HST
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( 0.51 vs 0.49 ) Pioneer Nat Resources PXD ( 1.53 vs 0.21 ) Plains All American PAA ( 0.23
vs 0.21 ) Tutor Perini TPC ( 0.25 vs 0.59 ) Walt Disney DIS ( 1.95 vs 1.58 )

WEDNESDAY

CVS Health CVS ( 1.61 vs 1.33 ) Jones Lang LaSalle JLL ( 2.22 vs 1.82 ) Kelly Services
KELYA ( 0.43 vs 0.47 ) Keurig Dr Pepper KDP ( 0.29 ) Magna MGA 1.74 vs 1.48 Michael Kors
KORS 0.94 vs 0.80 ) Mylan N.V. MYL ( 1.22 vs 1.10 ) NY Times NYT ( 0.12 vs 0.18 )
Southern SO ( 0.69 vs 0.73 ) Thomson Reuters TRI 0.11 vs 0.60 Tribune Media TRCO
(
0.58 vs 0.36 ) Triumph Group TGI ( 0.34 vs 0.24 ) Wyndham WYND 1.20 vs 1.53

07:00 hrs MBS Mortgage Applications Index 08/04 ( NA vs -2.6% )
10:30 hrs Crude Inventories 08/04 ( NA vs +3.8MlnBbls )
Richmond Fed president Tom Barkin to speak in Roanoke,VA
st

21 Century Fox FOXA ( 0.53 vs 0.36 ) ADT ADT ( 0.12 )AMERCO UHAL( 7.03 vs 6.44 )
Avnet AVT ( 0.98 vs 0.84 ) Booking Holdings BKNG 17.35 CenturyLink CTL ( 0.27 vs 0.46 )
Darling DAR ( 0.11 vs 0.05 ) Energy Transfer ETP ( 0.23 vs -0.04 ) Interactive IAC ( 1.53 vs
0.74 ) Monster MNST ( 0.47 vs 0.39 ) Nektar NKTR ( 5.29 vs -0.39 ) Netease NTES 2.70 vs
3.86 Occidental Pet OXY ( 1.22 vs 0.15 ) Sunoco LP SUN 0.57 vs 0.03 ) ZTO 1.38 v 1,00

THURSDAY

Adv Drainage Systems WMS ( 0.40 vs 0.27 ) Array ARRY ( -0.30 vs -0.17 )Cheniere LNG
0.30 vs -1.23 ) Chipmos Tech IMOS ( 0.52 )Dillards DDS ( -0.48 vs -0.58 ) Perrigo PRGO
1.20 vs 1.22 Semi SMI ( 0.01 ) Veritiv VRTV ( 0.81 vs -0.57 ) Viacom VIAB ( 1.07 vs 1.17 )

(

08:30 hrs Initial Claims 08/04 ( 220K vs 218K )
08:30 hrs Continuing Claims 07/28 ( NA vs 1724K )
10:00 hrs Wholesale Inventories June ( 0.0% vs 0.6% )
10:30 hrs Natural Gas Inventories 08/04 ( NA vs +35bcf )

FRIDAY

Acxiom ACXM ( 0.18 vs 0.14 ) Air Lease AL ( 1.10 vs 1.51 ) CA Tech CA 0.68 vs 0.61 Lions
Gate Ent LGF.A ( 0.16 vs 0.49 ) Microchip MCHP ( 1.48 vs 1.31 ) News Corp NWSA 0.06 vs
0.11 Select Energy WTTR 0.21 vs -0.16 Sunrun RUN ( 0.24 vs 0.23 Trade Desk TTD 0.44
Applied Industrial AIT ( 1.00 vs 1.34 ) Enerplus ERF ( 0.31 vs 0.53 ) Ruth’s Hospitality Group
RUTH ( 0.30 vs 0.25 )

USDA World Agricultural Supply and Demand report is released; analysis from the
continuing U.S.-China trade war.

Market Strategies Fundamentals
Stocks continued their upward course; however bond yields did not follow and most were lower on the
week. The 10 yr. Treasury Yield declined from 29.60 to 29.54, while the S&P gained 13 points; rallied to
2831.53 from 2818.82 Trade protectionist talk took a back seat. The NASDAQ took off and led all indexes
with gains of 1.0% which made a yearly gain of 13.2%. The Computer Technology Index (XCI: $ 2963.55
-78.34 or - 2.6%) had a mirror-image reversal down week following all-time highs the previous week.
Bond yields were lower; the 10-yr Note yield index which made a new Monthly high at 30.16 ended the
week at 29.54, off 0.06 or -0.2%. The US Dollar Index rose 0.22 or +0.2% to 94.67 while the CBOE
volatility virtually rebounded up 0.17 points or +0.2% regaining to just above its 50 day moving average
and just below the 200 day moving average, looking more positive in re-gaining ground from near its
lowest levels for the year. Lower volatility is generally bullish for stocks.
Following this week's gain, with the S&P 500 advancing 0.6% for the week, is up 5.4% on the year; The
Dow gained 392.54 points or +1.6% on the week and now reversed to up 3% on the year. The Russell
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lost 2% for the week is up 8.3% for the year. The NASDAQ decline of 1.1% reduced its gains to plus
12.1% for the year, which kept the index well ahead of the other indexes and remaining in first place.
DJ Transportartion Avg ( DJT: 11,096.97 ) +139.79 or + 1.3% Continued to rally to test the highs made
in June: Found good downside support during the bearish seasonal that is now upon us. Norfolk
Southern NSC ( 170.91 + 2.67 or +1.6%) made new all-time highs.NSC is up $ 10 last two weeks. CSX
( 70.79 +0.52 or +0.7%); Landstar System Inc ( $ 111.45 ) rebounded following a disapponting quarter
for Landstar System, Inc. LSTR ( 111.45 + $ 3.40 or +3% ) rallied sharply after having been a bearish
influence on the transportation index which remains a market leader in one of the most bullish industries.

Index
DJIA
Nasdaq
S&P 500
Russell 2000

Started
Week

Ended
Week

25451.06
7737.42
2818.82
1663.34

25462.58
7812.01
2840.35
1673.37

Change
11.52
74.59
21.53
10.03

%
Change

YTD %

0.0
1.0
0.8
0.6

3.0
13.2
6.2
9.0

Semiconductors SMH: $ 107.12 + $ 0.30 or +0.3% Rallied above the 50 day moving average after

holding above the 200 – day price m.a. on its seasonal retracement.

Russell 2000 IWM $ 166.25 +0.99 or +0.6% Rebouded to hold above the 50 day m.a., following the first
bearish penetration of the 50 day m.a. since early May.
Alibaba (BABA: $182.01) -7.41 or -3.9% Declined below the 200 day moving average which is bearish.
Amazon (AMZN: $1828.59+$ 11.32 or +0.6% Consolidating at new all-time highs, the strongest stock in
a bullish stock market. Rallied to new all-time highs at 1880.05 on July 27th.
GDX Gold Miners (ETF $ 21.30 - 0.02 or -0.1%) continued weak, well below the 50 day price moving
average, a significant move lower and a negative for the complex.
GLD: $115.44 - $ 0.39 or -0.3% )Still in a free fall below all relevant moving averages. VXGDX: Gold
Miners ETF Volatility Index 21.52 + 1.37 or +6.8%: The Gold volatility index rebounded following two
weeks of lower values.THE TECHNICAL PICTURE FOR GOLD –Turning now to the charts for gold
and silver, the technical action for both price and volatility remains neutral following weeks of
consolidating. Lower Gold volatility is generally a negative for the yellow metal prices. Insouciance
or traders’ indifference has been the current best description for the Gold Miner’s Volatility index.
TYX-X CBOE 30 Yr. (30.94 + 0.06 or +0.2%) Treasury Bond Yield Index remained in a bullish
consolidation rebounding sharply above all moving averages.
TNX-X CBOE 10 Yr. (29.54 -0.06 or -0.2% for the week) Treasury 10-Yr Yield Index: Treasury yields
remained in bullish consolidation.
SMH (107.12) +0.30 Rebounded above the 50 day moving average: The Semi-conductor index held in
consolidation remaining well above the 200 day moving average.
CBOE OEX Volatility Index (VXO: $10.67 - 0.87 or -8.2%; Appears to be rejected at the significant 13
and 50-day price moving averages. Low volatility has been bullish for stocks. The CBOE Market Volatility
Index (VIX: $ 11.94 -0.89 or -8%) Declined sharply after failing at both the 50 & 200 day m.a., closing
below the 50 day moving average which is bullish for stocks.
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CBOE NASDAQ Volatility Index (VXN-X: $ 16.42 - $3.10 or -15.9% NASDAQ volatility collapsed sharply
not able to hold both the 13 and 50 - day price moving averages, which is constructive for stocks.
Nasdaq Banking Index (Bank-X: 4223.07) +22.60 or +0.5%: Consolidating and holding just above the
200-day price moving average, but below the 50 day moving average.

Crude Oil ($ 68.49 - $0.43) -0.6%: This is the first time in a while that I am concerned about the oil
chart. While it is true that the pattern has not been broken, I am concerned about a "bear flag" being
formed over the last 3 weeks. It involves a failure to move over the top at $70.87 after breaking lower from
the $75.00 level. While the fundamentals seem to favor the downside since the peak-driving season is ending,
and the slowing of demand on a worldwide market, the issue of political and geopolitical situations and
threats to hinder shipping out of the Strait of Hormuz seem like they would overshadow and slip in demand.
Watch out for any break of $68.26 on a closing basis. CAM

Market Strategies Economic Data
The Philadelphia Fed Index for July moved up to 25.7 well above the expectations of Briefing.com, which
predicted 22.0 up from 19.9 in June, led by a sizable jump in the New Orders and Prices Paid Indexes.
The dividing line between expansion and contraction is 0.0.
The New Orders Index increased to 31.4 from 17.9
The Prices Paid Index jumped to 62.9 from 51.8
The Shipments Index slipped to 24.7 from 28.7
The Number of Employees Index fell to 16.8 from 30.4
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Big Picture
The key takeaway from the report, though, may be that the diffusion index for future general activity decreased

for the fourth straight month, falling from 34.8 to 29.0.
Category
Total Index
6-month Outlook

JUL
25.7
29.0

JUN
19.9
34.8

MAY
34.4
38.7

APR
23.2
40.7

MAR
22.3
47.9

Leading Economic Indicators from the Conference Board increased 0.5% in June above the Briefing.com
consensus pf +0.4%, following a downwardly revised unchanged reading from +0.2% for May. The June
reading marked the largest increase since February.
The only leading indicator subtracting from the growth in the Leading Economic Index in June was
Building Permits which declined -0.06 percentage points)
The ISM New Orders Index (+0.16 pp), the Interest Rate Spread (+0.12 pp), and the Leading Credit
Index (+0.10 pp) were the primary drivers of the June increase
The Coincident Economic Index increased 0.3% in June after increasing 0.1% in May
The Lagging Economic Index increased 0.3% in June after increasing 0.5% in May
The key takeaway from the report is that strength among the leading indicators remained widespread;
however, the 2.5% increase in the index over the first half of 2018 was slower than the 3.2% growth rate
seen over the second half of 2017.
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he University of Michigan's final Index of Consumer Sentiment for June checked in at 98.2 (Briefing.com
consensus 99.0). That was down from the preliminary reading of 99.3 and on par with the final reading of
98.0 for May.
The Current Economic Conditions Index was 116.5, down from the preliminary reading of 117.9. The final
reading for May was 111.8.
The Index of Consumer Expectations was 86.3, down from the preliminary reading of 87.4. The final
reading for May was 89.1.
The key takeaway from the report is that the downshift from the preliminary reading was driven primarily
by tariff concerns, yet favorable assessments of jobs and incomes were a mitigating influence that left the
overall index little changed from the prior month.
Category
Sentiment
Outlook
Present conditions

JUN
98.2
86.3
116.5
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MAY
98.0
89.1
111.8

APR
98.8
88.4
114.9

MAR
101.4
88.8
121.2
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FEB
99.7
90.0
114.9

The index bodes well for substantial increases in corporate profits.

Market Strategies Cycles
July’s employment situation report, typically released on the first Friday of August, has largely been a
market disappointment over the last seventeen years. DJIA, S&P 500, NASDAQ, Russell 1000 and
Russell 2000 have all declined a majority of the time. Average, historical performance on the day has
been negative with Russell 2000 declining the most, off 0.55%. Across the board strength in four of the
last six years has improved average performance as the prior twelve year stretch was nearly all bearish.

The first nine days of August are historically weak:
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August Employment Report

Stock Portfolio Update: From the Stock Traders’ Almanac: Defensive Stocks Doing better:
Historically speaking, the best part of July for the market has passed and we are now beginning in the
historically worst three ( Aug-October ) Months of the year. In an average year, buying volume generally
drys up and the market meanders until sometime in the early Q4. In midterm years, the tendency has
been to drift lower under the pressure of unfavorable policy initiatives and political uncertainty
surrounding Election Day. Cash and defensive positions can provide some level of protection during this
period.
August Almanac: Worst Month
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Money flows from harvesting made August a great stock market month in the first half of the Twentieth
Century. August was the best month from 1901 to 1951. In 1900, 37.5% of the population was farming.
Now that less than 2% farm, August is amongst the worst months of the year. It is the worst DJIA and
S&P 500 month since 1987 with average declines of 1.0% and 0.8% respectively. August is also the
worst month for NASDAQ (–0.1%) and Russell 1000 (–0.7%) over the same time period.
Contributing to this poor performance since 1987; the shortest bear market in history (45 days) caused by
turmoil in Russia, the Asian currency crisis and the Long-Term Capital Management hedge fund debacle
ending August 31, 1998 with the DJIA shedding 6.4% that day. DJIA dropped a record 1344.22 points for
the month, off 15.1%—which is the second worst monthly percentage DJIA loss since 1950.
Bond Comment and Chart
Bonds bounced off the support at $142 and closed about 1 point higher. The fundamentals seem to be
torn between Fed intentions to move rates higher and the issues of both "flight to safety" and slowing EU
economies. The biggest problem for trading this market is that it can move higher by another $1 -$2 and
still be a short, or can fall back to $142 and still be at support for the long side. From my point of view it's
too unsettled to trade at this time. CAM
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July: Better than expected:
Since peaking in late January, DJIA and S&P 500 have bearishly made a series of lower highs, but have
not yet made a series of lower lows. They have also managed to remain well above their respective 50200 day moving averages. A Death Cross is signaled if the 50 day crosses below the 200 day moving
average, a bearish signal which has not occurred. However, the NYSE has moved much closer with the
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50 day at 12665 and the 200 day M.A. at 12656. Markets have remained strong in a period when we
often find selling, but the overall strength of the economy is so strong that it stands in the way of usual
seasonal weakness. Other technical indicators such as MACD, Stochastics and Relative Strength are
also neutral now and have avoided giving a sell signal.
The markets remain neutral in a normally bearish type environment now, even with interest rates
seasonally in an uptrend but reluctantly rising; please notice that the 2018 year still remains positive with
the Dow up 1.4% and the S&P up about 0.2% since the close of December 2017 . Since October 31st, the
end of the previous year’s worst six months, the Dow is up 3% and the S&P 500 is up 7.3%, and we still
have the positive January Indicators.
Worst Six Months MACD Sell Signal Update
There has not been a Sell Signal yet. The S&P 500 needs to have the breach the 200 day moving
average& 50-day price moving average which would be a decline below about 2750. March’s selloff was
troublesome but the S&P Sell MACD indicator stayed positive. There is some small narrowing between
the 13-DMA and the 50 DMA while there has not been much narrowing between the 50 and 200 Day
moving averages. However, there would need to be a further substantial decline led by the 50-day price
moving average to issue a Seasonal MACD and stochastics sell signal.
Advances over declines were buoyant. On the NYSE there were 1,701 stocks up vs 1373 declines. On
the AMEX , 168 new lows vs 161 new highs; NASDAQ was closer to even: 1650 new highs vs 1491 new
lows; Market internals are not encouraging right now and if we do not see improvement soon, then the
market is more likely to succumb to headline risk and seasonal weakness. The market remains 108 days
in correction mode.

Markets at a Glance (From Richard Keating) Enzo Biohem (ENZ: $ 4.22) -$ 0.56 or -11.7%
I have received a few telephone calls and e mails asking about the volume on Enzo last Friday. So I think
it best that I pass on what I know and what I think.
First what I know. Last Friday was the annual Russell Index’s re balancing. That re balance causes Index
funds to change their proportion of ownership of stocks in their portfolios to match the Index, creating lots
of volume. Some of that may carry over into next week which will also be the end of the second quarter of
2018. Institutions will probably do window dressing so pressure could continue next week. What I know is
that there has been no change in the business fundamentals of the Company.
Here is what I think. The Relative Strength Index closed at 23.32 which is as oversold as I have seen the
index. Any number under 30 is considered oversold. Short interest is 900,100 shares and has been
within 100k shares of that number all year. No effect on the stock. Institutional ownership is 31,499,971
which was up last quarter reported from the prior quarter. Insider reported ownership is 4,216,734 shares
leaving 11,354,266 shares in the publics’ hands. There is very little stock to trade when the flow of news
starts. The Company has been in a cone of silence for over 6 months but if you read the last conference
call transcript I sent, you can determine for yourself if the trend of the news is to be positive or negative. I
tend to go with the former. I think a lot of the trading in the stock is algorithmic trading done by
computers. Trading on trends and words such as “missed” or “lost” occurred in the last report. The
quarter we are in I hope will be a better quarter and it is not affected by snow. The opening of New
England and Atlantic States markets should start to unfold. Therapeutics are NOT on the back burner.
Feel free to call me with questions or comments. 206 780 9458.
M Richard Keating, President
The Keating Group
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Undervalued Small Cap Stocks
Small Cap Stocks with Interesting Opportunities to move higher:
Leo Motors (LEOM: $0.09 )* -0.02 Leo Motors is a premier company that develops technology for boats
and electric vehicles (EV's) that can travel at higher speed along roads, freeways and waterways. After
10 years of field tests, the Company has surpassed obstacles of speed, torque and reliability over other
e-vehicles. Leo motors has developed an array of electric vehicles and boats, including armored military
vehicles, sports cars, utility trucks, passenger buses and electronic title water boats.
Leo Motors primary division, LGM, is producing and marketing electric boats (E- boats). LGM is one of
the few companies in the world that produces a safe high power electric boat. March 2017, LGM unveiled
their proprietary new electric powerboat propulsion system at the 2017 Busan Boat Show in Korea. The
new LGM powerboat electric propulsion system produces up to 660 horse power (HP) and is compatible
with most power boats and yachts.
LGM’s electric inboard and outboard propulsion systems now range from 40 HP to 700 HP and also
includes their Sailing Generation System that uses wind to recharge batteries while under way,
eliminating conventional charging processes. LGM is communicating with potential partners in America
for their conversion enterprise.
LGM will enter into the U.S. market this year providing electric conversion services. LGM will replace old
internal combustion engine yachts and powerboats to the LGM electric power system.

Smart E-Vehicle Technology
LEO's proprietary electronic vehicle ecosystem has intelligent software which controls a cloud system.
LEO developed the Vehicle to Everything (V2E) platform which uses smart technology to manage a
cloud in the operating system (OS). The integrated OS allows connectivity with a smart device for
improved driving solutions. The smart applications help reduce battery exchange recharge time and
provides roadside assistance. A GPS application uses satellite and mobile networks connected to
Android systems using a Bluetooth®. The app sends updates, battery status and swap service
information.

Pressure Bio Sciences OTCQB: PBIO $ 3.95* +0.10 or +2.6%
Pressure BioSciences, Inc. (OTCQB: PBIO) is a leader in the development and sale of innovative,
broadly enabling, pressure-based platform solutions for the worldwide life sciences industry. The
Company’s products and services are based on the unique properties of three patented, pressureenhanced platforms: (i) Pressure Cycling Technology (“PCT”), (ii) Pressure Enabled Protein
Manufacturing Technology (“PreEMT”), and (iii) Ultra Shear Technology (“UST”).
The PCT Platform uses alternating cycles of hydrostatic pressure between ambient and ultra-high levels
to safely and reproducibly control bio-molecular interactions (e.g., critical research steps routinely
performed by hundreds of thousands of scientists worldwide, such as cell lysis and biomolecule
extraction). PBIO’s primary focus is in making their recently-released, GMP-compliant, next generation
PCT-based Barocycler EXT instrument available to biopharmaceutical drug manufacturers around the
world for use in the design, development, characterization and quality control of their biotherapeutic
drugs. The PCT Platform is also used in biomarker and target discovery, soil & plant biology, antibioterror, and forensics. PBIO currently has over 300 PCT instrument systems placed in approximately
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175 academic, government, pharmaceutical, and biotech research laboratories worldwide. There are
over 120 independent publications highlighting the advantages of using the PCT Platform in scientific
research studies, many from worldwide key opinion leaders. The PCT Platform is offered through the
Company’s Research Products & Services Group.
The PreEMT Platform can be used to significantly impact and improve the quality of protein therapeutics.
It employs high pressure for the disaggregation and controlled refolding of proteins to their native
structures at yields and efficiencies not achievable using existing technologies. The PreEMT Platform
has been shown to remove protein aggregates in biotherapeutic drug manufacturing, thereby improving
product efficacy and safety for both new-drug entities and biosimilar products. The PreEMT Platform can
help companies create novel protein therapeutics, accelerate therapeutic protein development,
manufacture follow-on biologics, and enable life-cycle management of protein therapeutics. It is
scaleable and practical for standard manufacturing processes. This unique technology platform can help
protein-based biopharmaceutical companies create and manufacture high quality, novel protein
therapeutics and lower the cost of existing formulations. The PreEMT Platform is offered as a service by
PBI’s Biological Contract Research Services Group. Manufacturing licenses are available.
The UST Platform is based on the use of intense shear forces generated from ultra-high pressure
(greater than 20,000 psi) valve discharge. UST has been shown to turn hydrophobic extracts into stable,
water-soluble formulations, on a small, laboratory scale. Thus, the UST Platform offers the potential to
produce stable nanoemulsions of oil-like products in water. Such formulations could potentially have
enormous success in many markets, including inks, industrial lubricants, paints, and cosmetics, as well
as in pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals, such as medically important plant oil extracts, i.e., making
CBD-enriched plant oil water soluble. The Company believes that UST has the potential to play a
significant role in a number of commercially important areas, including (i) the creation of stable
nanoemulsions of otherwise immiscible fluids (e.g., oils and water), and (ii) the preparation of higher
quality, homogenized, extended shelf-life or room temperature stable low-acid liquid foods that cannot be
effectively preserved using existing non-thermal technologies, e.g., dairy products. The UST Platform is
currently offered as a service through PBI’s Research Products and Services Group.
2018 Accomplishments
 May 15, 2018: the Company announced that it had converted $6.39M of debt into equity. The Company
also reported continued increases in revenue for the first quarter of 2018, including an 11% increase in
products and services sales, an 8% increase in instrument sales, and an 18% increase in consumable
sales Y/Y.
 May 3: the Company announced receipt of the first contract utilizing the recently acquired high pressure
technology from BaroFold, Inc. to evaluate PBI’s patented Pre-EMT platform to enhance the
manufacturing process and improve the quality of protein therapeutic drug candidates.
 April 3: the Company reported Q4 and FY2017 financial results and offered a business update.
Instruments, consumables, products & services and total revenue continued to show double-digit growth.
Quarterly revenue has increased eight quarters in a row, on a Y/Y basis. Total revenue has increased
three years in a row, on a Y/Y basis.
 February 14: the Company announced a two-year, worldwide co-marketing and distribution agreement
with ISS, Inc., a global supplier of high pressure optical cell systems. The companies plan to replace the
current manual pressure generator for the ISS optical cell with PBI’s computer-controlled, automated
instruments.
Investment Highlights





Seasoned Management Team & Board of Directors
Novel, Enabling, Patent Protected, Proprietary Platform (PCT)
Proven Core Technology with Multiple Applications (over 270 PCT systems placed)
Razor/Razorblade Business Model
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Sales into the Research Market (fast market penetration with minimal approvals required)
Increasing Number of 3rd Party Publications from Marquee Laboratories
PCT Breaks Through Bottlenecks and Barriers to Enable and Accelerate Scientific Discovery
PCT Exquisitely Controls Test Variables, Providing Methods Standardization/Reproducibility
Significant Market Opportunity (~$6 Billion from ~500K scientists in 80K labs worldwide)
Skinvisible, Inc. (OTCQB: SKVI 0.015 ) Has announced a merger with Quoin Pharmaceuticals: Through
its wholly owned subsidiary Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals, Inc., is a Research and Development company
whose patented Invisicare® technology can be used to revitalize or create new medical or skincare
products, allowing a company that licenses Skinvisible’s formulations to sell their own patented product
and combat generic competitors.
Skinvisible, Quoin Pharmaceuticals, Proposed Merger to Address Opioid Pain Management Market

 A merger between Skinvisible and Quoin will enable a successful entry on the post-surgical pain
management market.
 Opioids – which typically refer to oxycodone, hydrocodone, and fentanyl – are highly addictive painkillers.
Nearly 3 in 10 Americans prescribed opioids for chronic pain will abuse them.
 Opioids are becoming increasingly deadly to Americans. In 2016, two-thirds of drug-related deaths
involved opioids. In fact, since 1999 opioid-related deaths in the United States have increased nearly
fourfold.
 Drug abuse is a burden shared by every state. Nearly 63,600 Americans lost their lives to drug overdoses
in 2016 – a 21 percent increase over the previous year. From 2000 to 2016 the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates that more than 600,000 people died from drug overdoses in the United
States.
 Every 25 minutes, a baby in the United States is born suffering from opioid withdrawal.

DJ Press Release: Skinvisible Provides Update on Proposed Merger with Quoin Pharmaceuticals
Mar 26, 2018 16:05:00 (ET)
Combined company to address both the Opioid and PTSD crises
LAS VEGAS, March 26, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- via NetworkWire - Skinvisible, Inc. ("Skinvisible")
(OTCQB:SKVI), is pleased to announce the signing of a merger agreement with Quoin Pharmaceuticals,
Inc. ("Quoin") subject to tax, accounting, legal, regulatory, and other considerations, including both SEC
and Skinvisible shareholder approval. The merger proposal specifies that privately-held Quoin
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. will merge into a wholly-owned subsidiary of Skinvisible. Post-merger, Quoin
shareholders will own approximately 72.5% of the outstanding shares and Skinvisible shareholders will
retain approximately 27.5% of the outstanding shares, prior to the effect of required financings and
conversion of a certain portion of Skinvisible's debt. Skinvisible's Board of Directors has unanimously
approved the merger agreement and recommends that all Skinvisible shareholders vote in favor of the
transaction.
"We are very pleased to announce this exciting milestone for Quoin. We believe that the combination of
our proprietary drug delivery platform with Skinvisible's fully patented technology will pave the way for the
development of highly differentiated products with broad IP protection," said Dr. Michael Myers,
Chairman and CEO of Quoin Pharmaceuticals.
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The combined company plans to focus initially on major societal problems that result in the death of over
135 people in the US every day, the US opioid epidemic and the military veteran suicide crisis, by
developing treatments that target these major unmet medical needs using Quoin's differentiated product
portfolio.
Skinvisible is currently quoted on the OTCQB, operated by OTC Markets Group Inc., under the ticker
symbol SKVI. Upon closing of the merger, Skinvisible will be renamed Quoin Pharmaceuticals and the
company's symbol will be changed to something that more resembles the new name. The transaction is
subject to customary closing conditions, including the receipt of Skinvisible shareholder approval and
certain other conditions, and is expected to close by the end of the second quarter of 2018.
About Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Skinvisible Pharmaceuticals is a research and development company that licenses its proprietary
formulations made with Invisicare(R), its patented polymer delivery system that offers life-cycle
management and unique enhancements for topically delivered products. Invisicare holds active
ingredients on the skin for extended periods of time, allowing for the controlled release of actives. For
more information, visit www.skinvisible.com or www.invisicare.com
About Quoin Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Quoin Pharmaceuticals is a specialty pharmaceutical company dedicated to developing products that
help address major societal issues including the opioid epidemic and the military veteran suicide rate.
Quoin's two lead products are expected to be different applications of a single NMDA receptor antagonist
delivered transdermally. QRX001 is a single use transdermal patch designed to provide up to 72 hours of
effective post-operative analgesia whilst significantly reducing opioid consumption. Quoin intends to
apply for Fast Track status for QNRX001. The company's second product, QRX002 is a once-daily
transdermal for the treatment of military related PTSD with suicidal ideation. Quoin believes QRX002
could be the first product approved to treat this major unmet medical need and could be a candidate for
both Orphan Drug and Breakthrough Therapy Status. Quoin expects to commence development
activities with respect to each of these products and to generate Phase 2 data in 2018.

Fundamental Analysis Stocks To Buy with Stops
Fundamental Analysis: Stocks To Buy again with Stops: Using fundamentals the following are stocks to
trade hypothetically. They have done well. We have taken numerous profits as indicated on the table
below. In addition some have been stopped out with small losses. This is the most bearish time zone,
annually for stocks. The worst six months are from May through October.
As indicated on the table below, balance is critical. These stocks listed below; we are looking to be long.
We have exited many long positions. Alibaba, Amazon and Boeing have made a great deal of points. We
exited, but for those still long, hold. We have no position in Alcoa AA. For those still long , we would take
profits. Flushing Financial ( FFIC ) fell below the 50 and 200 day price moving averages and was
stopped out at the $28.45 area. The 50-day moving average at about 26.60 is now resistance. FFIC is
strictly neutral. Silicon Motion is an excellent long and has been accumulated. Stop should be at $ 49.
BMY is a buy again in the $ 51 level. We were stopped out at $ 61. We have no position in Hecla Mining.
We took profits on ENZ but still want to be long at lower prices. We bought the HDGE and were stopped
out. The HDGE is a trading vehicle for stock market protection. We would utilize the 13-day price moving
average ( 7.75 ) and a close above 7.83 to be long. Longs might risk 25 points.
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Stock
Sbl

Name

Business Description

PE

BABA

Alibaba

Largest on-line book
seller in China; more of
a retailer than Amazon

AMZN Amazon

P/S

MV
mln

Current
Price

Buy or Sell
Limit

Stop
Loss
Or offset

50.67 13.21 511B

182.01

Bought @
$ 111 on
4/7/17
opening

Rebought
at $169
stop at
$ 158

Catalog & Mail Order
reported great earnings
Semiconductor
solutions for mobile
storage and
communications
Construction

189

2.90

780B

1828.59

No Position

9.7

2.5

1.77B

53.81

Bought
39.10
01/28/17

1756 x if
long
Remains
in an
Uptrend

12

0.25

1.03B

18.35
19.40
Stopped bought
out28.90 10/31/16
05/04/17

Looking
for place
to re-buy
Look at
61 for
profits
Take
Profits

SIMO

Silicon
Motion

TPC

Tutor
Perini

BMY

Bristol
Myers

Biopharmaceutical
Products

28

5.1

86.2B

59.03

Re-bought
at 51

BA

Boeing

Aerospace,commercial
Jetliners, military
systems

14

0.90

211B

346.87

GEL

Genesis
Energy

Oil and Gas Pipelines

44

3.61

2.6B

23.69
Look for
entry

Bought at
$ 132
10/4/16
No Position

FFIC

Flushing
Financial

Bank Holding company
Savings and loans

13

3.5

771Mln

24.83

19.10
bought
06/27/16

Place
sell stop
at 25.70
if long

HDGE Bear ETF Resistance remains
heavy at the 200 day
m.a. at 8.38

NA

NA

149Mln

7.52

Time to ReBuy; stop at
7.40

AA

Alcoa

Aluminum Processing
and Technology

N/A

0.4

8.94B

43.07

21.15
originally
bought
2/8/16

ENZ

Enzo
Biochem

Life Sciences

NA

1.35

308M

4.43

Bought
at 5.13
10/7/16
Re-bought
5.25

Stopped
out 6/07
at
7.90
Look to
buy
Lower
At 42
level
Sold on
Opening
Monday
4/3/17
Sold 8.43

BAC

Bank of
America

Commercial Bank

10

2.02

306B

31.30

No Position
Currently
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Buy at
21.15

28.70x
stop ped
on May
3rd

GIS

General
Mills

Consumer Goods
processed and
Packaged Foods

16

VTI

Vanguard Exchange traded Fund

1.61

25.28B

47.42

145.88

42.60

139 bought
06/28

Buy
42.60
stop
36.30
139.00
attractive
Buy area

Rule 17B Attestations and Disclaimers
Princeton is paid $ 1,500 per month from RMS Medical Products. The SITS contract calls for $ 1,500 per month.
Princeton had been engaged by Target Energy. No contract is currently in place. Princeton is paid $ 2500 per month by
Pressure Biosciences. Princeton was paid about 300,000 restricted shares of Leo Motors. Princeton is paid $ 2,500 per
month for International Star. Princeton is paid $ 2,500 from Leo Motors.
Pursuant to the provisions of Rule 206 (4) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, readers should recognize that not all
recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of any recommendations referred to
in this Email issue. Princeton may buy or sell its free-trading shares in companies it represents at any time. Y means the
writer has a position of 10,000 shares in the stock recommended.

CONTACT
Please Direct All Inquiries To:

Mike King
(702) 650-3000
mike@princetonresearch.com
Charles Moskowitz
(781) 826-8882
CAM@MoneyInfo-LLC.com
Princeton Research
3887 Pacific Street,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89121
Fax: (702) 697-8944
www.PrincetonResearch.com
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